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Connecting the Dots…...

KW RTL President Jane Richard

KW Right to Life is no stranger to Canada’s loss of constitutional freedoms. In 2018 we were attacked vigorously by
the proabortion group SHORE, formerly Planned Parenthood who insisted our bus ads were showing false
information regarding the consequences of abortion. Of course regional officials and public transit quickly obeyed
the disordered mindset of the far left, largest abortion provider in the country. The local group SHORE has its roots
in Planned Parenthood under the Marxist influence of eugenicist, Margaret Sanger who during her life worked in
several countries including the US and Canada to eliminate the unwanted
and mentally and physically infirm. Sanger was a racist. Watch the video
trailer; Maffa 21 Black Genocide
https://youtu.be/PjEJiseyBLE

Long time scientific evidence proves that abortion is linked to suicide,
substance abuse, breast cancer, depression and infertility not to mention
increasing evidence of future premature births and serious health
conditions.
One of SHORE’s avid volunteers even went to the extreme of faking an
attack on her person and blamed it on KW Right to Life supporters.
Under police investigation she was charged with mischief for lying about
the attack.
Fast forward to the present time when prolife groups are in danger of
losing their charitable status due to the tyrannical mandates of the
current government who are extending control over personal autonomy under the guise of public health during the
pandemic. We have all seen the negative effects of this on Canada’s citizens. Is it any wonder why there is so much
mistrust toward the government and the current health administration that it controls? Instead of health officials
following the real science, they are following the orders of freedom control in the highest levels of government who
are subverting the truth regarding numbers, death counts and therapeutics.
KW RTL is used to fighting for our right of self expression and the right to life of every human being from the
moment of conception to natural death. Government sees us as a threat to their agenda of population control.
More and more Canadians are understanding the reality of world-wide domination through Marxist values.
Time is short to reclaim our democracy as stage 2 of ‘the great reset’ according to Klaus Schwab (World Economic
Forum) goes into effect with illegitimate Climate Change science and even more restrictive mandates.

Please pray for Canada and the whole world.

Please update your e-mail address to learn more about coming events.

Follow Us on Face book

45th Annual KW Right to Life
Walk for life

Pledges for _________________________________ Full Address _______________________________
Phone :_____________________

Email:__________________________________

Saturday May 28th, 2022 Walk for Life
Start Time; 10 a.m. from the Right to Life Office 215 Lancaster St. W. Kitchener
Street parking - Follow along Lancaster St. W. to Tim Horton’s for a Rest
Return to start point for Lunch, Prizes, Draws and Social gathering
Every $50 pledged receives a chance for a $100 Gift Certificate

Call KW RTL 519.746.5433 for pledge forms and information
kwrtl@golden.net

Sponsor Name

Full Address

Please print clearly

Phone /
Email

$

Receipt

Income Tax Receipts issued at Year End for Donations $20 and Over
Charitable #10789-6599-RR0001

For KW RTL Demonstrations, Prayer Vigils, Adoration for Life, call 619.746.5433
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Must read books to further understanding of ‘the great reset’
AMERICAN MARXISM by Mark Levin, FAKE INVISIBLE CATASTROPHES AND THREATS OF DOOM by Patrick
Moore (Canadian), The Real Anthony Fauci by Robert F, Kennedy Jr., HERETICS by G.K Chesterton

Impending Threat to Charitable Status by

Catherine Mackid, Office Assistant KW RTL

The past couple of months letters have been mailed from KW Right to Life to Members of Parliament, Senate
Members and our Prime Minister regarding the Liberal government threat of removing charitable status from
Crisis Pregnancy Centres and Prolife educational organizations in Canada like KW Right to Life. While many
special interest groups receive government funding and are given charitable status, prolife counselling and
educational organizations also deserve the right to exist as they have the past fifty years.
Prolife Crisis Pregnancy Centres and Educational organizations are not dishonest in their counselling but are in fact
transparent about being prolife and giving women the freedom to consider that there are other options in
addition to the choice of abortion. A prolife approach to pregnancy counselling should be accommodated by our
Canadian Constitutional rights that allow inclusion and diversity in our Canadian democratic identity. Freedom of
conscience and freedom of speech are a fundamental part of this identity.
The reduction of these centres means a significant decrease in support available to pregnant women in the
community. Many teenage women who are pregnant can feel alone and isolated, like an animal in a trap and
panic when they are not aware of supports that can be available to them. These women who have often felt
ashamed and humiliated can feel pressured to get an abortion and later regret it, suffering from post abortion
trauma. Freedom is the birthright of all women in considering their choices instead of making a decision under
pressure. Crisis Pregnancy Centres and Prolife educational organizations play a pivotal role in supporting women’s
reproductive rights. While there is still time, please continue to write letters, emails and calls to Members of
Parliament and our Prime Minister regarding this issue.
The Prime Minister phone: 1 613 992 4211
“All acts are revolutionary which go
against divinely revealed truths,
natural law and rightly established
authority legitimately exercised. A
True ‘Counter-revolutionary’ is one
who upholds God’s right order – be
it the Church, the state, the family
or even one’s self. This understanding makes it clear why the devil is
the ultimate revolutionary."

The History of Revolution—Eric Bermingham

T– Shirts: Purchase 519.744.8330
A True ‘Counter Revolutionary’
Defends God’s Right Order

MEMBERSHIP FORM KW Right to life 215 Lancaster St. W. Kitchener ON N2H 4T9
Individual or Family Membership $30
Senior Citizen or Student
$25
Donation $_____ Total _____
Name_________________________________________ __________ Phone___________________________ Email__________________________
Address___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Income Tax Receipt issued for donations $20 and over

Visit CanadaHelps.ca to donate to our KW Right to Life Advertising Campaign

Want to Volunteer? __________
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Is History Repeating Itself?
Intolerance and Censorship of Truth and Loss of Dignity for
Human Life - especially the child in a mother’s womb
Re: “Anti-abortion ads removed from GRT buses – Complaint by women’s sexual health
organization prompts region to pull ads” – Johanna Weidner, Waterloo Region Record, April 5, 2019
On May 10, 1933 Nazi dominated student groups carried out public burning of books
they claimed to be “un-German”. Book burnings took place in 34 university towns and
cities, with many works, especially of prominent Jewish writers e.g. Albert Einstein,
ending up in bonfires. The German Nazi regime afterwards also raided book stores,
libraries etc., to confiscate material it deemed dangerous or “un-German” – a powerful
symbol of Nazi intolerance and censorship…………..
…………..In conclusion, let’s hope respect for the truth, human dignity, and freedom of
speech, the cornerstone of our democracy will be upheld by our Canadian elected
officials, in government and in various organizations, so that pro-life ads especially in the
Kitchener-Waterloo Region will be justly allowed to educate the public, now and in the
future. In doing so, our Canadian society will say: no to intolerance; no to censorship of
truth; and no to disregard for human life - in keeping with the real values of a civilized
society. (For full transcript contact KW RTL 519.746.5433 or jane@kwrtl.ca)

Give a one time
or monthly
donation through
CanadaHelps

Dr Andrzej Caruk BSc (Hon), DC (Hon), DACO, FACO

Please check below to see when your Membership Expires
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